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In Clinical Orthopaedic Rehabilitation: An Evidence-Based Approach, Dr. S. Brent Brotzman and

Robert C. Manske help you apply the most effective, evidence-based protocols for maximizing

return to function following common sports injuries and post-surgical conditions. A well-respected,

comprehensive source for evaluating, treating, and rehabilitating orthopaedic patients, the 3rd

Edition guides you on the prevention of running injuries, the latest perturbation techniques, and the

ACL rehabilitation procedures and functional tests you need to help get your patients back in the

game or the office. YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll also find a brand-new spine rehabilitation section, an extensively

revised art program, and online access to videos demonstrating rehabilitation procedures of

common orthopaedic conditions at www.expertconsult.com.Get expert guidance on everything you

may see on a day-to-day basis in the rehabilitation of joint replacements and sports injuries.  Apply

evidence-based rehabilitation protocols to common sports conditions like ACL and meniscus injuries

and post-surgical rehabilitation for the knee, hip, and shoulder.  See how to perform perturbation

techniques for ACL rehabilitation, ACL functional tests and return-to-play criteria after

reconstruction, analysis of running gait to prevent and treat running injury, and more with videos

online at www.expertconsult.com. Use the expert practices described in Tendinopathy and Hip

Labral Injuries, part of the expanded "Special Topics" section, to help patients realize quicker

recovery times.  Visualize physical examination and rehabilitation techniques with the extensively

revised art program that presents 750 figures and illustrations. The new edition of the well-respected

Brotzman has been updated to consistently include evidence-based rehabilitation protocols, as well

as comprehensive coverage and videos at a great value!
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"This textbook is easy to read, with well-placed text boxes and many illustrations. Photographs and

line drawings are used in good combination to complement the text and illustrate the techniques

described. This book is useful for orthopaedic pathology and physical therapy students and also to

sports orthopedists." The Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery (review of 2nd edition) "The aim of the

authors, in preparing this third edition of Clinical Orthopaedic Rehabilitation, is immediately to

strengthen and broaden the scope of information in the field of traumatology-orthopedics and

rehabilitation applied to pathology sports, all practitioners treating musculoskeletal disorders as well

as orthopedic surgeons, family physicians, and coaches. All information is based on sound

evidence and covers all the new and innovative techniques in examination, classification systems,

differential diagnoses, and treatment options." ReeDOC, July 2011

It is an excellent book. I am a PT and see patients all the time for rehab post surgery. This is helpful

and providing very clear information to several different common procedures and provide

evidence-based protocols that are criteria based on the most part. It is very common that some

physicians will have their own protocols that they developed in partnership with their rehab teams,

but many times the patient will come without anything except the precautions. So this book is a very

nice source for those cases. The internet access to Expert Consult is also very nice because you

can watch the videos and perform searches for terms without having to read the whole chapter or

the index trying to find something.

All of my classes have taught pathologies/testing and therapy/rehab separately. It's been driving me

crazy that there has been no connection in the classroom. This book does a great job of explaining

pathologies and related anatomy and then immediately providing you with a plan of action. As a

student, this has been an excellent resource in helping to develop my thought process from

evaluation to treatment.

I'm a PT student on clinical practices and found that this book is an excellent resource to help me

know general information about so many ortopaedic conditions but also have protocols that gives



me ideas of what I can do and what I can't do to the patient. This book it just help you to not feel lost

when you recieve a patient with a ortopaedic condition that you have never seen before. The

general information help me to know more about the condditions and makes more easy the process

of education of the patients about the injury or surgical procedures that they have suffer. In short to

me this book is a must for any student of PT.

I have been out of PT school now for a little over a year and am working in an outpatient orthopedic

setting now. This was my favorite resource during PT school and is still my favorite resource now

that I am out working. It has great practical and relatively concise information regarding many

diagnoses and pathologies, especially vs. my larger ortho resources (Dutton, Magee). It also has

many protocols located at the end of each chapter. I would highly recommend this book to all PT's

treating in an outpatient orthopedic setting.

This is the WORST kindle version textbook I have ever bought. It is impossible to navigate. There

are no page numbers (you must navigate using your "position" which means absolutely nothing).

The text looks nothing like the actual textbook. This is a terrible edition and to sell this is as a

substitute for the actual text is ridiculous. Pretty much a waste of my money as a graduate student.

Aside from Indiana Hand Protocol Book, probably the BEST book out there for comprehensive

coverage on protocols and process of UE/LE rehabilitation. Especially love the added evidence

based area with additional references for further reading. Fabulous book!

My daughter was happy with it an glad it came in a timely matter.

Great reference book, a must for the orthopedic therapist.
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